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QUESTION 1

The following code ensures that an address ID CANNOT be used if it is already in use by another address in the
customer\\'s address book. There is a problem with the code. The error message for an invalid address ID is never
shown to the user on the form field. 

How should the Digital Developer resolve this issue so that the error message is displayed on the address ID form
field? 

A. addressForm.invalidateFormElement(addressForm.addressid); 

B. addressForm.addressid.invalidateFormElement(); 

C. addressForm.addressid.invalidateFormElement = true; 

D. addressForm.invalidateFormElement("addressid"); 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Assume the code below is executing: 

Business Manager has the configuration: 

Active Log category is";roo"; with log level of";info"; 

Given this information, what is the beginning of the filename in which the log will be written? 

A. custom-xyz 

B. xyz 

C. custom-export 

D. custominfo-blade 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 3

A Digital Developer is inspecting the weekly service status report for a critical internally-hosted web service used in the
application and notices that there are too many instances of unavailability. Which two solutions are possible options to
reduce the unavailability of the service? Choose 2 answers 

A. Change the code that makes the request to set the throwOnError attribute, of the service, to be true. 

B. Modify the code that makes the request to the external service to be wrapped in a try / catch block. 

C. Increase the web service time out. 

D. Update the external service to have a faster response time. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 4

A job executes a pipeline that makes calls to an external system. Which two actions prevent performance issues in this
situation? Choose 2 answers 

A. Use asynchronous import or export jobs. 

B. Use synchronous import or export jobs 

C. Configure a timeout for the script pipelet. 

D. Disable multi-threading. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 5

Which three techniques improve client-side performance in production while following documented best practices?
Choose 3 answers 

A. Place CSS outside of templates. 

B. Compress CSS. 

C. Combine several images into a single image. 

D. Use inline Javascript. 

E. Use one style sheet for each ISML decorator template. 

Correct Answer: BCD 
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